Buala Shiota
Outside of a great city in the united states of OURLAND there lived a very proud tribe of
Finnians These Finnians had lived in Peace for a number of years. And were predominantly farmers.
Due to a population explosion the City was known as Doublin’
This year election fever had hit the country and al the major parties were lobbying for votes.
The in power parties were FF ( Final Fall ) and the PD’s ( Prominent Dicks ).
The opposition were FG ( Final Guess ) and LAB ( Lost and Broke ) Some smaller parties
were known as the GP ( Great Promises ) and SP (Small Promises ) AND a party with a military
background were SF ( Selling Firearms ), this party were also known parochially as Me Fein.
Coming up to the Election date the Finnian Chief of the great Tribe
invited the Leaders of Each of the parties to speak to his Finnians..
The leader of the FF party spoke first on Education .
He promised Free Primary care and smaller classes, with that the Finnians starting chanting
“ BULA SHIOTA “ Encouraged by this rousing reception The leader of FF went on to promise
Free second level care and smaller class sizes and more teachers and new buildings .
The Finnians responded with more chanting but louder “ BULA SHIOTA “ , BULA SHIOTA “
The leader of FF then moved on to Health care , The best medical care money could buy,
A new hospital would be built, but on this occasion in the reservation and not in Doublin’
well paid nursing staff, Top consultants, Healthy working hours,
and a hospital bed for every man woman and child in the Finnians
and a medical card for those who needed one and two for those who didn’t.
With that the Chanting continued “ BULA SHIOTA “ , BULA SHIOTA “ , BULA SHIOTA “.

As the enemies of the Finnians were armed and had access to strong drugs
The FF leader promised to Arm the Security Guards of The reservation,
and where deemed necessary to provide them with Stronger Drugs.
After the election he would provide them with transport and radios.
And if deemed necessary training would be provided for the horse radar. Once again
the grand chorus was heard reverberating around the Reservation
“ BULA SHIOTA , BULA SHIOTA, BULA SHIOTA “.
Finally the Leader of the FF party promised to return the 6 Areas of land,
which lay to the North of the Reservation to the Tribesmen ,
This would happen sometime in the future, but as yet a firm date had not been set..
Once again “ BULA SHIOTA “ Rang out.
All of the party leaders spoke that day and each received a similar reception.
When all the speeches were finished the Finnian Chief invited the Leaders to see his Prize Bulls
The Politicians gratefully accepted and were shown to the paddock where the Prize Bulls were kept.
As he stepped through the paddock gate The Finnian Chief
( GEORGE who was himself known for Bula Shiota )
with a smile Said To the Leader of FF
“ Be careful not to step in the BULA SHIOTA. “

